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the game also features a set of characters (including patty, a new addition, and the original mr. z) who help the player save all of his or her garden from the invasion of the undead. the zombies are here to claim the player's plants, and they can be killed in many creative ways. popcap games isn't
releasing the exact sales numbers until later this week, but is saying that theyre on par with the first plants vs. zombies. this time, though, there were over 4 million downloads on day one of release, and about 6 million in the first week. the game was also the most popular paid app for the first three
days of its release. plants vs. zombies 2, developed by popcap games and published by electronic arts, now includes the option to bring in your friends to play the game, whether youre online or not. you can also team up with your best buds to defeat the zombies, and share your progress in real-time

via facebook and twitter. plants vs. zombies 2 is available for iphone, ipod touch, and ipad. it retails for $9.99, with the option to unlock the game for $2.99 at a later date. iphone users can grab it through the app store; ipod touch and ipad users can get it on their devices through the itunes app
store. popcap's strategy with plants vs. zombies 2 has been to get people hooked with a free version of the game, then make the rest of the game free (like the original plants vs zombies). and it seems to have worked: players spend more time with the free version of plants vs. zombies 2 than they
do with the full version. the ios app store, meanwhile, has gone from being populated with games that offered little more than a handful of button-pushing actions, to being a kind of marketplace for amazing games. the vast majority of the best games for ios are now free to play, something that only

makes sense when you consider how other consoles and pc platforms have evolved. it's a real achievement to be able to play a game that blends a fun cooperative and competitive gameplay, and it's even more impressive when you consider that the game is free.
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The game cost some $12 million to make, its first project since PopCap
purchased the franchise from PopCap Studios in 2011. The original game has

been a huge success in helping to push the iPhone and iPod touch into the
mainstream, and PopCap believes the sequel's lukewarm critical response won't
hurt the game's sales. Over 75 million people have downloaded PopCap's classic
zombie-invading game and inspired a sequel, and that's despite negative reviews
from critics like Kyle Orland of Ars Technica. The game has attracted a legion of
non-player characters, known as "zombies," that you fight off with a variety of

plants, like tomatoes and zombies. These grow on the map, providing a
multiplatform component to the core gameplay. (At the time of writing, the app
was only available in the UK .) You harvest rain, be it by smashing your plants to
bits, or activating water pumps, and then use it to help you, or defend yourself
against hungry zombies. Youre limited on water, and dying plants mean they
must remain dormant until it rains again. Its essentially a top-down strategy

game, but theres a lot of joy to be found in the casual simplicity of its mechanics.
The arcade-esque genre has been around for a while, but it wasnt until PopCap

that it really took off. It was responsible for games like Bejeweled, and Plants vs.
Zombies, the original game, was PopCap Studios first iOS app that helped prove
they could do more than produce games for a single platform. Its sequel, along
with the other four games in PopCap's Zombieseries, helps demonstrate that its

still a hit with more than just iPhone users. 5ec8ef588b
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